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Document categorization is one of the foundational problems in (web) information retrieval. Even though web documents are hyperlinked, most proposed classification techniques
take little advantage of the link structure and rely primarily on text features, as it is not
immediately clear how to make link information intelligible to supervised machine learning
algorithms. This paper introduces a link-based approach to classification, which can be used
in isolation or in conjunction with text-based classification. Various large-scale experimental
results indicate that link-based classification is on par with text-based classification, and the
combination of the two offers the best of both worlds.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of the general topics of individual documents in a collection can greatly enhance
information retrieval. More generally, partitioning a collection along different categorical axes
(topic is one possibility) could prove useful in various scenarios. On the World Wide Web, for
instance, shopping comparison services, such as Froogle,1 need to distinguish e-commerce web sites
from the rest. As another example, emerging technologies, such as blog and RSS feed aggregation,
could benefit from topic-based categorization. Finally, the research community has identified the
utility of implicit categorization in personalizing search results [11, 17].
Given the size and dynamism of the web, manual categorization is often infeasible. The natural
alternative is to use various supervised or unsupervised learning algorithms to assign one of some
predefined category labels to each document (classification) or to produce groups of related documents (clustering). In the classification scenario, known properties (features) of a web document
∗
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are used to predict its category.
Prior research produced time-tested, effective text-based classification techniques. To complement text-based classification, some existing approaches incorporate access or link pattern data
(e.g., number of in- and outlinks), or neighbor document contents as well. An alternative approach
is pioneered in [4], which classifies a document and its neighbors within a given (small) radius using iterative relaxation labeling. Accordingly, in each iteration, category predictions are generated
based on a document’s textual content and the previously-assigned categories of the neighbors.
(For an overview of web categorization techniques, keen readers are referred to Chapter 5 of [3].
We return to related work in Section 7 as well.)
In this paper we propose a global approach to harvesting web link structure in classification,
which does not limit the radius of the neighborhood. We start with a set S of web documents of
known category. (Such a priori knowledge can be accumulated, for instance, by having a human
editor manually label some of the documents.) Then, we automatically predict the category of
some previously unlabeled web document x by considering all paths from the documents in S to x.
Our prediction model is based on measuring how strongly x is connected to groups of documents of
known category i (the influence of i on x), and on comparing the relative influences to each other.
We measure influence through a biased form of PageRank. While similar biased PageRank scores
have been used to increase the topical sensitivity of search results [11], to our best knowledge our
work is first in using it for classification.
The first part of the paper presents the concepts behind the proposed classification technique. In
Section 2 we use connectivity information and PageRank to produce a numeric vector of link-based
features for each web document. Section 3 then introduces the process of creating, evaluating, and
using classification models that rely on link-based feature vectors. In the second part of the paper
we use data from the Yahoo! web index and the Open Directory Project2 (described in Section 4)
to evaluate link-based classification in isolation (Section 5) as well as side-by-side and combined
with text-based classification (Section 6).

2.

FEATURE GENERATION

One can investigate the web by zooming in or out across pages, hosts, or sites. For the moment,
let us abstract from the particular level of granularity and use the term node to refer to either
2
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FIG. 1: A simple web graph.

pages, hosts, or sites. Our starting point is the assumption that links between nodes on the web
indicate some kind of relationship. Consider, for example, the simple graph in Figure 1. Intuitively,
if we happen to know the category of nodes x1 and x2 , that could help us infer the category of
node x0 , as the former two link to it. For instance, if both x1 and x2 are blogs of ski enthusiasts,
it is fairly probable that x0 is about skiing as well, or is at least of interest to skiers. We will build
our classification technique around this intuition.
Obviously, in a real-world setting we may expect to know in advance the category of only a
few web nodes. Therefore, we would like to be able to reason about the category of x0 even if we
only have information about more distant in-neighbors, such as x3 . It turns out that the popular
PageRank algorithm comes to our help—the rest of this section discusses exactly how.

2.1.

PageRank Contribution

Most commonly, PageRank is interpreted in the light of the random surfer model. Accordingly,
PageRank scores correspond to the stationary distribution of a random walk on the web graph
with occasional restarts in random nodes. However, PageRank scores can also be viewed as the
outcome of a propagation process: each node x is given initially a certain amount of credit, which
then gets distributed among the nodes that can be reached from x following the links between
nodes. The shorter the path from x to a node y and the fewer the nodes reachable from x, the
larger the fraction of x’s credit that gets propagated to y. The exact influence of a node x on the
PageRank of some node y can be quantified as follows.
The connection between the nodes x and y is captured by the concept of a walk. A walk W
from x to y in a directed graph is defined as a finite sequence of nodes x = x0 , x1 , . . . , xk = y, where
there is a directed edge (xi , xi+1 ) between every pair of adjacent nodes xi and xi+1 , i = 0, . . . , k −1.
Let v represent the vector of initial credits given to the n nodes of the web graph, usually
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v = (1/n)n . We define the PageRank contribution of x to y over the walk W as
qyW = ck π(W )(1 − c)vx ,
where c is a damping factor (between 0 and 1, usually around 0.85) and π(W ) is the weight of the
walk3 :
π(W ) =

k−1
Y
i=0

1
.
out(xi )

This weight can be interpreted as the probability that a Markov chain of length k starting in x
reaches y through the sequence of nodes x1 , . . . , xk−1 .
In a similar manner, we define the total PageRank contribution of x to y, x 6= y, over the
(possibly infinite) set Wxy of all walks from x to y (or simply: the PageRank contribution of x to
y) as
X

qyx =

qyW .

W ∈Wxy

The contribution of a set of nodes A to y is
qyA =

X

qyx .

x∈A

Now consider the PageRank score of a node y, defined as
py = c

X
z:∃(z,y)

pz
+ (1 − c)vy .
out(z)

Let V denote the set of all web nodes. Then, py can be written in terms of PageRank contributions
as
py =

X

qyx ,

x∈V

that is, the PageRank of a node y is the sum of all the PageRank contributions of other nodes to
y.4
For a fixed web graph and c, the vector p of PageRank scores is a function of v only, that is,
p = PR(v). It is easy to verify that the PageRank contribution of a set of nodes A ⊆ V to all
nodes can be computed as qA = PR(vA ) where


vx , if x ∈ A,
A
vx =

0, otherwise.

3
4

out(x) is the outdegree of node x.
For a proof, see either [12] or [10].
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2.2.

Category-biased PageRank

PageRank contributions let us quantify the influence of a group of nodes A on some node x, as
measured by the total credit propagated from the nodes in A to x. For instance, if we are given a
collection of web nodes about skiing, we can easily compute how much these nodes influence the
PageRank of an arbitrary other web node x. A strong influence might then indicate that x has
much to do with skiing.
Moving one step further, given two (disjoint) sets of nodes A and B, we can compare the relative
influences of the two sets upon x, and determine which is more pronounced. If A is made up of
arts nodes while B is made up of science nodes, comparing qxA to qxB would let us infer whether the
topic of x is more biased toward the arts or the sciences.
In general, we can expect to have a priori knowledge of some representative seed nodes for
each category (constituting the seed set Si for category i), while not having category information
about the majority of the nodes. We propose to categorize the nodes x of unknown category by
estimating the category-biased PageRank scores qxSi for each node x and category i, and using these
estimates in supervised learning. (For simplicity, we will write qxi instead of qxSi from now on.)
For each node x ∈ V, we construct a profile rx , a numeric vector of length m, consisting of the
category-biased PageRank scores of x:

rx = qx1 , qx2 , . . . , qxm .
Profiles then represent link-based features of web nodes, which are used as inputs in machine
learning (to build a category prediction model) and then in model-based categorization. Note that
profiles may be the only features used, or may be accompanied by other, for instance, text-based
features. Sections 5 and 6 cover both scenarios in turn.

3.

CLASSIFICATION PROCESS

Given the set of web nodes V, a list of categories (for instance, the high-level topics of nodes, such
as Arts, Business, or Science), and the corresponding seed sets, our goal is to build a classification
model (classifier) that would predict the category of each web node based on its profile. Category
predictions could then be used in various web information retrieval settings, for instance, to alleviate
the problem of keyword ambiguity. This section presents the steps we propose to reach our goal.
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FIG. 2: Link-based classification steps.

3.1.

Input Data

Consider Figure 2, a schematic representation of the data and algorithms involved in our categorization problem. The two type of input data are:
• A directed web graph, capturing the links between nodes, which is used in the computation
of category-biased PageRank scores. As discussed in Section 4, we used the host-level Yahoo!
web graph in our experiments.
• A set U of nodes with categories known a priori. This data is most often the product of the
manual labeling of a subset of web nodes by human editors. Large sets of labeled nodes are
readily available for various categorization tasks, such as topic identification or web spam
detection: web directories, e.g., the Open Directory or the Yahoo! Directory5 , organize links
to millions of web pages in a tree of topics and subtopics; search engines have assembled
over the years black-lists and white-lists of spam and reputable pages, respectively. Our
experiments focus on topic identification and rely on Open Directory data.
The set U serves a dual purpose: a part of it is used to construct the PageRank seed sets and
another part of it helps in building and evaluating the classifier. Accordingly, the set U is randomly
partitioned into the set of all seeds S = S1 ∪ · · · ∪ Sm and the set X , a part of which is then used
for training (Xtrain ) and another for evaluation (Xeval ).
5
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3.2.

Node Profile Construction and Supervised Learning

The two main steps shown in Figure 2 as rounded boxes are (1) the computation of categorybiased PageRank scores that yields the node profiles and (2) the training of the classifier. Let us
consider them in turn.
Profile construction. First, given the m seed sets S1 , . . . , Sm corresponding to each category,
m PageRank computations produce the category-biased PageRank vectors qi = PR(vSi ). Next,
the individual category-biased PageRank scores for a node x are grouped to form the node profile
rx , as discussed in Section 2.2.
Machine learning. At the end of the day, we wish to predict the category of a node based
on its profile. The input of the machine learning algorithm is a set of training nodes with known
profiles and categories. Accordingly, for each node x ∈ Xtrain of known category i, we take x’s
profile rx and feed the pair (rx , i) to the machine learning algorithm. Based on the examples, the
algorithm constructs a classification model, essentially a function M : V → {1, . . . , m} that takes
as input a node, consults the node profile (and/or other relevant node features) and returns the
predicted category.
Depending on the cardinality of the range of M, the machine learning literature distinguishes
two main groups of classifiers [18]. On one hand, binary classifiers make false/true predictions and
are immediately applicable when there are only two categories to distinguish between (for instance,
spam versus non-spam nodes). On the other hand, m-way (or multiway) classifiers predict one of
m > 2 categories.

3.3.

Model Evaluation

There are many different machine learning algorithms one could use and many node features to
pick from among, if one considers other sources of information in addition to node profiles. This
section discusses standard ways of evaluating the performance of a given classification model and
of comparing models with each other.
Suppose we have a set of Xeval of evaluation nodes. Each node x ∈ Xeval is labeled in advance,
thus we know the true category i of x. Consider a classifier that we use to predict the category of
x: the predictions is either correct (M(x) = i) or incorrect (M(x) 6= i).
Given the counts of correct and incorrect predictions of a classifier, the corresponding confusion
matrix C can be used to evaluate the prediction performance. Each element Cij of the matrix
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indicates the number of nodes with true category i that were predicted to belong to category
j. Thus, the diagonal of the matrix represents correct predictions, while off-diagonal elements
represent incorrect predictions. For example, a simple confusion matrix for three categories could
have the form:
Predicted


7 2 1




C = True 3 8 0 .


4 4 3
The typical performance metrics used for evaluating a model are:
• Error rate. The overall error rate of a model is the ratio between the incorrectly classified
nodes and all the nodes. For a confusion matrix C,
error rate = 1 −

sum of diagonal elements of C
.
sum of all elements of C

For instance, the error rate for our example is 1−(7+8+3)/(7+2+1+3+8+0+4+4+3) =
0.4375.
• Precision and recall. While the error rate quantifies the overall performance of a model,
precision and recall reveal the prediction performance for a specific category i. They are
defined as:
correctly classified nodes of category i
all nodes predicted as i
Cii
=
sum of all elements in column i of C

precision =

and
correctly classified nodes of category i
all nodes with true category i
Cii
=
.
sum of all elements in row i of C

recall =

For our example, the precision and recall for the first category in our example are 7/(7 + 3 +
4) = 0.5 and 7/(7 + 2 + 1) = 0.7, respectively.
It is common to indicate the average precision/recall of a classifier. In this paper we perform macro-averaging, that is, present the simple arithmetic mean over all categories of the precision/recall.
In subsequent sections we will use all the above metrics to evaluate the performance of the
proposed classification models.
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4.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA
4.1.

Input Data

The two sources of data for our experiments were the Yahoo! web graph and the Open Directory.
In order to compute the category-biased PageRank scores and build the node profiles, we used
a host-level web graph generated from the Yahoo! index in 2004. The graph consisted of n =
73,270,399 hosts and 978,885,427 links. The main advantage of the courser granularity, i.e., using
hosts as nodes as opposed to using pages, is that the data set is easier to handle. The disadvantage
is that it is often harder to assign a single category to an entire host than a page, as pages on a
host may belong to different categories.
The Open Directory is a hierarchy of topics organized as a tree, where tree nodes contain links
to web pages relevant for the corresponding topic. We relied on the Open Directory to
• Establish the set of target categories. Accordingly, our goal was to label web hosts as
belonging to one of the following m = 14 (possibly overlapping) categories, matching the top
level of the Open Directory: Arts, Business, Computers, Games, Health, Home, Kids, News,
Recreation, Reference, Science, Shopping, Society, and Sports. While the Open Directory
contains two additional top-level categories, Adult and Regional, we decided to disregard
them: the former because it is heavily spammed and the latter because we felt it was more
of a super-category as compared to the other 14 than an equal peer.
• To obtain a list of hosts of known category. In both the construction of the seed sets
for category-biased PageRank computation and the subsequent machine learning process we
relied on the topic information available for the pages in the Open Directory. We determined
the host corresponding to each listed URL, and then labeled the host with the top-level
category under which the URL occurs. (Note that each host could thus have one or more
labels.) We also discarded the hosts that were present in the Open Directory but not in the
web graph.
Table I presents the summary statistics for the Open Directory data. In particular, it lists the
top-level categories and the abbreviations we use in some of our later figures. The table shows
the total number of page URLs that appear in the Open Directory in the subtree of each top-level
category, the number of unique hosts the URLs map to, and the number of matching hosts we
were able to locate in our web graph. The matching hosts are the ones used in the seed sets and
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Category

Abbr.

URLs

Hosts

Matching
Hosts

Arts

Ar

296,312

136,469

112,644

Business

Bu

253,929

238,383

203,291

Computers

Co

145,388

104,935

85,657

Games

Ga

61,617

26,267

20,678

Health

He

66,718

44,264

36,649

Home

Ho

34,059

16,755

13,475

Kids

Ki

35,089

19,978

15,760

News

Ne

235,664

7,264

6,098

Recreation

Rc

120,813

84,881

69,591

Reference

Re

66,923

37,706

30,473

Science

Sc

107,132

56,377

46,139

Shopping

Sh

119,588

112,377

92,432

Society

So

271,121

153,099

126,635

Sports

Sp

108,606

67,467

54,703

TABLE I: Open Directory data statistics.

in machine learning, as we have both their true category and the necessary link information.
From among the matching hosts, 46,477 individual hosts were listed under more than one
category, representing 118,183 (12.9%) out of the total number of 914,225 host-category pairs.
These will be referred to as the hosts with ambiguous labeling.

4.2.

Node Profiles

We used half of the matching hosts in each category i, selected at random, to construct the
PageRank seed Si . After computing the category-biased PageRank scores, we performed two
post-processing steps to make the scores easily representable in our plots: First, we scaled each
category-biased PageRank vector qi so that the smallest score would become 1. Then, we applied
a base-10 logarithm to all the scores. The PageRank scores presented hereafter are thus converted,
typically in the range 0 to 5. Note that we only applied monotonic transformations that our
machine learning algorithms were insensitive to, therefore the conversion did not influence the
classification performance.

0

PageRank
1
2
3
4

5
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FIG. 3: Category-biased PageRank score distributions.

4.3.

Training and Evaluation Data

The second half of the Open Directory data constituted the training and evaluation sets for
machine learning. As most machine learning algorithms are sensitive to noise, we cleaned the data:
in a preprocessing step, we removed
• the ambiguous hosts,6
• 8,124 hosts that were isolated (with all 14 PageRank scores equal to 0),
• and 72,863 hosts with extremely low PageRank scores. In general, low PageRank scores
indicate the lack of evidence based on which the respective hosts could be categorized. While
one can set different rules for what qualifies as low PageRank, we empirically determined
that removing the hosts with all 14 PageRank scores below 2 yields good results.
As a result of the preprocessing step, our pruned data set X consisted of 316,787 hosts. The
box-and-whisker plot in Figure 3 summarizes all 14 category-biased PageRank distributions for all
hosts in X . Bold lines indicate the means and boxes correspond to the range between the first and
third quartiles of the distributions. The dashed lines mark 150% of the interquartile range and dots
represent outliers. Apparently, the means and variances are close to each other—the PageRank
distributions over all hosts are similar for all the categories.
6

Note that ambiguous hosts do not represent a problem in category-biased PageRank computation: they cover
different topics and thus it is reasonable to include them in different seeds. At the same time, the hosts used for
machine learning should belong to a single category, in order to avoid contradictions in the training data.
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We randomly partitioned X into a training set Xtrain containing 20% of the host-category pairs
and an evaluation set Xeval containing the remaining 80%.

5.

LINK-BASED CLASSIFICATION EXPERIMENTS
5.1.

Baseline Classification

Let us start by analyzing the distribution of PageRank scores more carefully. Observe Figure 3
from Section 4.3. While, for instance, the Arts and Recreation PageRank scores have similar
distribution over all hosts, will that be the case if we only look at the Arts hosts? In general, how
do distributions differ from each other if we only consider hosts of a specific category?
Figure 4 sheds a light on the question, by presenting two extreme cases: the box-and-whisker
plot of PageRank distributions for Business and for Sports hosts in X . In both cases (and in
fact for all 14 categories), the PageRank scores for the category the hosts belong to are larger on
average than the rest. Accordingly, the darker boxes in the figure are above the lighter ones. The
difference is only in the magnitude of the skew: the average Business PageRank of Business hosts
is only slightly larger than the other category-biased PageRank averages. At the same time, the
Sports PageRank distribution is considerably skewed toward larger values in the case of the Sports
hosts. The skew for the other 12 categories is in between those presented in the figure.
One cannot expect that for an arbitrary host of category i the ith PageRank is always maximal,
that is, larger than all the others. Nevertheless, the distribution skew indicates that there is a
correlation between the maximal category-biased PageRank score and the true category of a host,
and that this correlation could be exploited in automatic categorization. This observation leads us
to our first, naive link-based categorization model, which we present next.
Consider the set of hosts X and the corresponding profiles rx for all x ∈ X . Remember that the
ith element of vector rx is the category-biased PageRank score of x for category i, qxi . We define
our baseline classifier MB : V → {0, 1, . . . , m}∗ as
MB (x) = {i | ∀j : qxi ≥ qxj } ,
that is, MB returns the category (or categories) for which the category-biased PageRank of x is
maximal. (Note that we may produce an ambiguous predictions, that is, return several possible
categories for the same host. We treat ambiguous predictions conservatively as incorrect ones.)
The prediction performance over Xeval for individual categories is shown in Figure 5 with dark
gray bars representing precision and light gray bars representing recall. For instance, the precision
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FIG. 4: Category-biased PageRank distributions for Business (left) and Sports (right) hosts.
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FIG. 5: Precision and recall of MB over Xeval .

and recall for Computers hosts are 0.58 and 0.512, respectively. Note that maximal PageRank
works best as a predictor for Sports hosts, while the results are quite poor for categories like Home,
News, and Shopping. The baseline performance for Business hosts is reasonable in comparison to
other categories, despite the small distribution skew witnessed in Figure 4.
The variations in precision and recall indicate that there is a difference in the way hosts of a
specific category link to each other. The Sports community seems to be cooperative, with frequent
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FIG. 6: Precision of M1 (dark) and MB (light) over Xeval .

links between Sports hosts, whereas for instance the Shopping community is competitive, with
Shopping hosts seldom pointing to each other.
The average precision and recall of the baseline classifier over all categories are 0.472 and 0.598,
respectively. The error rate over the entire evaluation set is 0.465, where containing predictions
account for an error of about 0.03.

5.2.

Classification Based on Profiles

The baseline classifier lets us establish the correlation between the maximal PageRank and
the category of a host. We have learned, for instance, that Sports hosts tend to have a high
Sports PageRank. Could it be that for some category i a large PageRank for another category
j 6= i is a strong predictor? For instance, could it be that a large Shopping PageRank indicates a
Business host? Or could a combination of high Reference and low Kids PageRank scores indicate
a Science host? Supervised machine learning algorithms produce classification models that can
account for such non-obvious relationships. We decided to use boosted decision trees and support
vector machines (SVMs), and after an initial evaluation, we restricted our focus to linear SVMs.
(Readers unfamiliar with popular machine learning techniques are referred to introductory texts
such as [18] and [15].)
In a first step we built a 14-way classifier M1 : V → {0, 1, . . . , m} based on binary linear SVMs.
That is, using the host profiles rx from the training data set Xtrain , we constructed m(m − 1)/2 =
14 · 13/2 = 91 binary SVMs that distinguish between pairs of classes. A voting scheme is employed
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FIG. 7: Recall of M1 (dark) and MB (light) over Xeval .

to combine the binary predictions, where the category that receives the highest number of votes
is assigned to the host. (This approach is known as the one-against-one in machine learning
literature.)
The error rate of M1 on the evaluation data Xeval is 0.387. In other words, the classifier predicts
the true class in 61.3% of the cases, outperforming the baseline classifier by correctly categorizing
7.8% more of the evaluation hosts. Figures 6 and 7 show the category-wise precision and recall
for the 14-way SVM classifier (dark gray bars). For comparison, we also include the precision
and recall for the baseline classifier (light gray bars). In general, the baseline classifier seems to
have better precision (and worse recall) for categories with many hosts, such as Arts, Business, or
Sports. The trend is reversed for most other categories, for which the SVM has better performance
but worse recall.
Curiously, the SVM-based classifier makes incorrect predictions for all hosts in the Home and
News categories. It is unclear whether this deficiency can be attributed to the lack of solid training
data for the two categories (Home and News are two of the three categories with the fewest hosts).
Observe that in the case of the third small category, Kids, the SVM-based classifier does a fair job.

5.3.

Classification Based on Augmented Profiles

Figures 6 and 7 create the impression that somehow the SVM and the baseline classifiers are
complementary. A natural step would be to leverage their combined power. Hence, we construct
a new classifier as follows.
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Remember, we defined the profile rx of a host x as
rx = (qx1 , qx2 , . . . , qxm ) ,
where qxi represents the category-biased PageRank of x for category i. In a similar fashion, we
introduce the augmented profile r0x of a host x,
r0x = (qx1 , qx2 , . . . , qxm , argmaxi qxi ) ,
that is, we add an extra (boxed) field to the profile that indicates which category-biased PageRank
of x is the largest. For instance, if the profile of host x is
rx = (2, 4, 2, 6, 3, 4, 5, 1, 1, 3, 2, 2, 1, 4)
then its augmented profile would be
r0x = (2, 4, 2, 6, 3, 4, 5, 1, 1, 3, 2, 2, 1, 4, 4 ) ,
where the last (boxed) field, having the value 4, indicates that the largest category-biased PageRank, namely 6, corresponds to the 4th category.
We built a 14-way classifier M2 based on new binary linear SVMs that use the augmented
profiles as input data. Accordingly, the 91 binary SVMs have and extra piece of evidence based on
which they can make their predictions.
The performance of M2 turns out to be below expectation. It’s error rate on the training set
is 0.397, so it performs worse than the previous classifier M1 by 0.01. Figures 8 and 9 show the
precision and recall achieved by M2 for each class (dark gray bars), respectively. For comparison,
the precision and recall figures for M1 (medium gray bars) and the baseline classifier MB (light
gray bars) are indicated as well.
The figures indicate that the precision and recall numbers for M2 and M1 are almost identical
for most of the categories. The only categories in case of which M2 indeed has improved precision
are the “problematic” Home and News. At the same time, the extremely low recall for these two
categories do not warrant much enthusiasm. Overall, the use of augmented profiles does not seem
to render significant (if any) improvement over the original SVM-based categorization technique
presented in Section 3.2.

6.

BLENDING TEXT AND LINK FEATURES

While in the previous section we evaluated profile-based classification in isolation, we now
proceed to comparing it to, and using it in conjunction with, text-based classification.
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FIG. 8: Precision of M2 (dark), M1 (medium), and MB (light) over Xeval .
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FIG. 9: Recall of M2 (dark), M1 (medium), and MB (light) over Xeval .

6.1.

Text Extraction

In building a text-based classifier, we considered the following three possible sources of text:
• Page descriptions. Each URL listed in the Open Directory has one or more descriptions
attached, where a description contains the title of the page and a short, one or two-sentence
summary of the page topic, as provided by the person who added the URL to the directory.
Page descriptions have two main advantages: (1) they are easy to extract and (2) being
summaries, they tend to capture the essence of the page in a very compact form. In this latter
respect they resemble anchor text, which has been very popular in web page classification in
recent years (see, for instance, [8]).
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• Page contents. To collect more textual data, one can download the web page at a given
URL listed in the Open Directory. It is then possible to use all the text on the page or
parts of it (such as the document title, the section titles, or the first and last sentences of
paragraphs) to generate classification features. Search engines can readily access the textual
content of pages kept in their indexes.
• Host contents. Using a crawler and possibly the web graph, one can download all accessible
web pages of a host listed in the Open Directory, and then combine all the text on the pages.
Again, search engines already have the pages in their indexes.
In our experiments, page descriptions yielded good enough classification performance.
We extracted 4,694,303 individual page descriptions from the Open Directory, which added up
to over 81 million terms (1,783,218 unique terms). The number of descriptions per host varied
significantly, between 1 and the maximum of 162,124 descriptions for pages on www.cnn.com.
Without distinguishing between the terms in the titles and those in the summaries, we simply
merged all the descriptions for a host x to form a corresponding bag of terms Bx .

6.2.

Classification Using Text Features

To evaluate text-based and link-based classification side by side, we built binary classifiers that
detect hosts of a specific category. Let us start the discussion with the detection of News hosts.
From the set X we selected at random 2,500 News hosts and another 2,500 hosts of other
categories. These 5,000 hosts constituted the set TNe used for the training and evaluation of our
classifiers.
The 5,000 hosts had 7,169 corresponding descriptions with 18,099 unique terms. In order to
construct the text feature vectors of hosts, we relied on approaches adopted in earlier research, in
particular in [5] and [8]. For a host x, our feature vector sx was binary, each element indicating
whether a particular term t is present in Bx or not. However, instead of having a vector element for
each of the 18,099 terms, we restricted our attention to a small subset of 300 most discriminating
terms. This practice is known as feature selection or dimensionality reduction in the machine
learning and text categorization literatures. It is widely used both to remove non-informative
terms (such as stop words) and to reduce training and prediction times.
In order to identify the most discriminating terms, we computed the average mutual informa-
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tion [20] MI for each term t, defined as
MI(t) =

1 X
1
X
i=0 j=0

P (It = i ∧ Ik = j) log2

P (It = i ∧ Ik = j)
,
P (It = i)P (Ik = j)

where
• Ik is an indicator variable for the category, in our case News (Ik = 1) or non-News (Ik = 0);
• It is an indicator variable for the presence (It = 1) or absence (It = 0) of term t;
• P (It = i) represents the probability of the presence/absence of term t in the term bags of
hosts, in our case the fraction of hosts with descriptions containing/not-containing t;
• P (Ik = j) represents the probability of category k, in our case P (Ik = 0) = P (Ik = 1) = 0.5;
and
• the term P (It = i ∧ Ik = j) represents a joint probability, for instance, P (It = 1 ∧ Ik = 1)
corresponds to the fraction of News hosts with descriptions containing t.
To illustrate, consider the term “a”, which occurred in 834 descriptions of 606 individual hosts.
Of the 606 hosts, 279 were News hosts and 327 belonged to some other category. Hence, in this
case P (It = 1) = 606/5000 = 0.12, P (It = 1 ∧ Ik = 0) = 327/5000 = 0.0654, and P (It = 1 ∧ Ik =
1) = 279/5000 = 0.0558. The average mutual information for “a” is 0.0011, a value close to zero
indicating that the term has little use in discriminating between the two categories.
The sorted list of the 10 most discriminating terms for the News binary classifier are shown in
the first column of Table II.
Once we identified the 300 most discriminating terms, we constructed the text feature vectors
sx for all hosts x ∈ TNe and trained several types of linear SVM classifiers:
• M1 , which uses the host profiles rx (introduced in Section 5.2);
• M2 , which uses the augmented host profiles r0x (introduced in Section 5.3);
• M3 , a purely text-based classifier, which uses the feature vectors sx ;
• M4 , which uses both profiles and text-based features; and finally
• M5 , which uses augmented profiles and text-based features.
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News

Business

Health
health

Sports

news

inc

club

newspaper

manufacturer treatment

results

local

company

care

news

sports

ltd

medical

team

weekly

products

hospital

golf

daily

equipment

center

football

classifieds

links

information

horses

county

industrial

disease

league

community

industries

medicine

teams

obituaries

services

support

events

TABLE II: Most discriminating terms used in binary classification.

In all five cases we performed 5-fold cross-validation: We randomly partitioned the set TNe into
five equal subsets in advance, and constructed five instances of each of the five types of classifiers
M1 through M5 . For each instance, we used 4 subsets for training and the 5th subset for evaluation.
Figure 10a presents the error rates of the various News classifiers in the form of a box-andwhisker plot. The five classifiers are listed along the horizontal axis; error rates are shown on the
vertical. Note that the average error of M1 and M2 is around 16%, with M2 performing slightly
better (though displaying more variance). The text-based classifier M3 outperforms the profilebased ones significantly, with an error rate around 10%. The combined classifiers M4 and M5
represent the best of both worlds, with error rates below 9%.
We performed similar experiments with binary classifiers for other categories as well. Next, we
present the results for the classification of Business, Health, and Sports hosts. In all three cases
we followed the same procedure established for the News classifiers: First, we created the samples
TBu , THe , and TSp , each containing 5,000 hosts. Next, we identified the 300 most discriminating
terms for each set (the top 10 terms for each set are shown in columns 2, 3, and 4 of Table II) and
built the classifiers M1 through M5 .
Figure 10b presents the error rates for the classification of Business hosts. The gap between
link-based and text-based classification is not as evident as for the News hosts, and error rates are
higher in general.
Figure 10c, corresponding to the classification of Health hosts, illustrates the situation when
link-based classification outperforms the text-based one. It seems that the two approaches are com-
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FIG. 10: News, Business, Health, and Sports classification error rates.

plementary, one being more appropriate in some settings and the other in others. Still, classifiers
M4 and M5 that combine link and text features have the lowest error rates.
Finally, Figure 10d shows the error rates for the classification of Sports hosts. The performance
difference between the link-based and the text-based classifiers is even even more dramatic than
for the Health hosts.
In conclusion, category-biased PageRank scores grouped in profiles seem to complement text
features in host categorization. While, in general, link-based features alone are no better or worse
than text-based features alone, combining the two yields classifiers with significantly improved
performance.

7.

RELATED WORK

This paper rests on the foundations provided by two orthogonal research directions:
(Hyper)text categorization. Document classification has an extensive literature dating back
to the ‘60s and ‘70s. In the early years of the World Wide Web naı̈ve Bayes classifiers represented
the preferred approach to hypertext categorization, and achieved considerable success as reported,
for instance, in [4]. Over the last decade, the information retrieval community has also turned
to emerging robust generic classification techniques, such as boosted [6, 7] decision trees [2] and
support vector machines [13, 14, 19].
While the choice of the machine learning technique can have a significant impact on performance,
the prediction models can only be as good as the data that they use. Researchers have built effective
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classifiers relying not only on the local terms in documents, but on (some of the) terms in the linked
documents as well [1, 4, 8].
The most direct use of the link structure in previous work was proposed in [4]. The authors
present an iterative relaxation labeling scheme to gradually refine the predicted category of a
web document and its neighbors based on local text features and the categories predicted in the
previous iteration. While in principle one could also harness in relaxation labeling the category
information available outside the immediate neighborhood, it is computationally infeasible to do so
at the level of the entire web. In this context, our paper proposes an alternative, efficient approach
to learning, which is based on link structure information and limited knowledge of the category of
some documents.
PageRank. The PageRank algorithm was proposed in [16] for query-independent link-based
ranking of web documents. Topic-sensitive PageRank [11] allows for topical bias in ranking, essentially by computing and combining category-biased PageRank scores, where the categories are
possible topics. Our paper makes the additional step of using biased PageRank scores for categorization purposes instead of ranking.

8.

CONCLUSIONS

We proposed an approach to the automatic categorization of web documents based on link
structure information and the a priori knowledge of the category of a (small) group of documents.
Link-based categorization diverges considerably from the traditional, well-studied research direction
of classifying documents based on their textual contents.
Our approach is that of feature engineering: We do not introduce a new machine learning model
that directly takes the web graph as input. Instead, we compute a set of category-biased PageRank
vectors and produce compact profiles that can act as input features of efficient generic machine
learning algorithms, such as support vector machines. The individual algorithmic building blocks
that we use scale well to large data sets.
Our experiments indicate that link-based categorization yields performance figures comparable
to those of text-based categorization, i.e., an error rate of around 10-15% for binary topic classifiers.
Furthermore, combining link and text features results in superior performance, in particular, error
rates around 5%.
The use of features derived from the link structure between documents may enable automatic
categorization even in settings when text features are unavailable. For instance, consider a photo
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collection in which individual pictures are linked through various metadata, such as matching
creation time or location, or camera serial number, but do not have text descriptions attached. As
soon as a human editor manually categorizes some subset of the photos, our solution enables the
automatic categorization of the rest of the collection. Similarly, link-based features might improve
the categorization accuracy for web documents without local textual information, for instance,
sites built using Macromedia Flash that search engines cannot index.
Node profiles can also be valuable in situations when either the text features are unreliable
(for instance, when the content of a web page and/or the anchor text are heavily spammed [9]) or
documents belonging to different categories use the same terminology (for instance, the text-based
separation of pro-life and pro-abortion web pages is often challenging as they tend to use identical
language).
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